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THE IMPORTANCE OF CONSTRUCTION
A person entering an airplane notices before the
plane leaves the ground the immense airport that he is
about to leave. Once in the air he cannot but be amazed
at the sight he observes: cities and towns rising in
the distance, with factories sending smoke to the sky;
the offices and apartment buildings rising majestically
over the smaller residences; winding roads connecting
these cities and towns; poles placed at intervals along
the roads, carrying wires for cormnunication and lights;
high powered wire stretching across the country furnish-
ing power and lights for the cities; rivers winding down-
ward to the sea, dotted with various kinds of crafts
carrying passengers and freight and acting, like roads,
as a connecting link between ports. This sight would
cause the observer to wonder what brought about these
conditions. Perhaps he would ponder at the difference in
the country today as compared with yester-year. He would
reach the conclusion that construction has been of great
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importance to the American people.
The growth of the United States shows that construc-
tion goes hand in hand with progress because as the country
progresses and advances, it finds the need of new facilities
to help in this forward movement. The furnishing of these
facilities should be placed under the heading of construc-
tion.
As the immigrant pushed forward to the West and opened
up new trails, as industries leave the East to start anew in
the West and South, as new industries spring up over the en-
tire country, construction is found following these steps
and seemingly showing the actual results of the modern builders
in the form of roads, skyscrapers, and factories just as the
ajicient tombs and pyramids are symbols of an ancient construc-
tion.
This progress shows that throughout its history the
growth of cities, business, and commerce have been dependent
upon the growth and improvement of transportation facilities.
The Turnpike Era started the dirt roads that were improved to
macadam and concrete, until today we have over 3,016,280
miles in the United States. The Canal Era found canals being
built as a means of transportation—the Erie Canal helping
materially in the development of the City of New York. The
Railroad Era started one of the most important industries of
the country, using hundreds of thousands of miles of track
and employing over a million men. Entering into the growth
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of the first three, the following also should be considered:
the grov/th and improvement of housing facilities; the ex-
pansion of modern business; and the development of the means
of communication, lighting, and water supply.
As the country prospered, so did the construction
industries until at the present time, according to the F. W.
Dodge Reports,* the volume of construction in the United
States for the past five years was
1927 $6,303,055,000
1928 6,628,286,000
1929 5,750,791,000
1930 4,523,115,000
1931 3,229,000,000
These figures however are for only 36 States and a
conservative estimate would increase these figures by
$500,000,000, showing the efficiency of our modern construc-
tive methods.
Just how do these methods affect or change our standards
of living? The building of roads of macadam and concrete
enable business to be done at greater distances than usual.
It means that people can now travel from country homes to
cities in a short time, establishing trading centers, and
shopping districts in cities and towns, and shifting some
trade from the general store to the city.
This shifting of trade demands further development along
the lines of transportation and communication; the Postal
* Domestic Engineering, January 11, 1932, Page 150
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Department has a Rural Free Delivery which is being extended
each year. Ease in transportation led many residents to
leave the crowded cities and build suburban homes.
The changes in the trading centers led to changes in
the development of these centers: the erection of large
buildings for factories and offices; large department stores;
branch offices; and large storerooms. People traveling to
the city like to visit as many places as possible to see
displays and purchase goods, so we find the business men
catering to them by centralizing the shopping district.
This centralization and the time saved in shopping enabled
the shoppers to seek places of amusement and rest, and so
moving picture houses sprang up close to the business district.
Yearly hundreds of thousands of dollars are spent in the
construction of new theatres.
The centralizing of the trading centers made it advan-
tageous for people to rent offices near the place of the most
trade, which resulted in further construction—the building
of the multiple office buildings.
People working in these great business areas, wanting
to be near their place of employment, sought residences as
near as possible to the working area, so the multiple famiily
house and the apartment house solved this problem and became
another important phase of construction.
L
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Production, as it is today, depends to a large extent
upon construction. We know that large scale production
depends upon creating demand for an article and having that
article where it can be obtained after the desire for it has
been created. This necessitates having a plant large enough
to produce the product in great volume, the facilities for
shipping the goods to the desired place, the proper location
for convenient purchasing, and a satisfactory medium through
which the desirability of the article is communicated to
the people—advertising. Production needs a large factory,
large offices, display rooms, warehouses, meeins of trans-
portation (roads, railroads, trucks, airplanes, and boats),
means of advertising (newspapers, radio, and telephone),
and these, in turn, all depend upon construction for their
existence.
Construction, then, should be considered important be-
cause it 'affects the growth of the country, the living
conditions, the economic conditions, and the large businesses
of the country. Any industry that employs hundreds of
thousands of men (see Chapter on Labor), consumes millions
of dollars worth of material, and acts as an investment for
the idle billions of dollars of other industries should and
must be considered important.

KI!TDS OF CONSTRUCTION
Conptniction includes all tyoes of building from
building the dirt road to the erecting of the modern
skyscrapers, such as the Emoire State Building* Con-
struction may be divided into two main classes; resi-
dential and non-residential
,
and the latter class may be
divided into private buildings and public works.
RESIDENTIAL CONSTRTtcTION
The history of the United States shows the changes
that have taken pla.ce in residential construction from
the log cabins of the settlers through the different
periods of orosperity, until today we divide residential
construction under the following headings:
Single family house
Two family house
Family house with stores
Multiple family dwellings
Hotels
Lodging houses
In the early 1900 's the trend was toward single
family dwellings, but with the improvement in the types
of roads and the increase of commercial centers, the con-
struction trend changed from single family resi'^ences to the
multi-family dwelling. This increase in multi-family
* Daily News Year Book, Page 192
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houses, such as apartment houses, was to enable the workers
to have living quarters near their places of employment.
Starting with 1929, however, the trend has been away from
multi-family houses, and once again we find single fam-
ily residences increasing in number. The following table
shows the permits issued for the different types of
residential work in recent years.
FIGURES IN ONE THOUSANDS *
Residential 1928 1929 1930
1 family 710,901 516,296 306,186
8 family 153,128 99,141 53,986
1 and 2 family with stores 26,679 14,262 6,986
Multiform dwelling 776,419 490,957 193,174
Miiltiform dwelling with store 90,755 34,920 12,250
Hotel 114,290 284,604 24,778
Lodging 781 429 219
Others 35,370 37,011 28,323
The table shows clearly the falling off of all types
of residential work during the depression period, and
shows single family homes leading all other tyoes of res-
idential building.
NON-RSSIDENTIAL COHSTRUCTION
The increase in business in large cities, along with
the scone of large scale nroduction, brough-^ about another
* Federal Reserve Bulletin for 1931
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iTiportant -Dhase of construction. This phase is the office
and the factory building, the for’Tier erected to take care
of the clerical end of the business, and to nrovide show-
rooms for oroducts. The Empire State Building, 1,222 feet
in height, the Chrysler B^iilding, 1,030 feet high, and
the Woolworth B^iilding, 792 feet high are examples of
this true of building. Business has constructed large
factories for production purposes, and large plants for
storage and distribution purposes. T^e volume of this
construction is best seen by figures contained in the
following table showing the importance of this type of
construction during the past three years.
FIGURES TU CUE THOUSANDS
1928 1929 1930
Factories 152,411 141,620 109,491
Office Buildings 255,801 240,950 160,741
The second type of non-residential building is known
as public works. Business without the proper channels of
distribution of products and the connecting links between
supply and demand would be worthless. Business, then,
depends upon the linking* up of supply and demand, and the
proper distribution of supply, and we find that the
* Federal Reserve Board Bulletin, 1931
rrr.’in
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Gkjvernment has been endeavoring to help business by im-
proving these channels. The so-called Turnpike Era was
the beginning of improvements in road building, resulting
in the building of over 3,016,281 miles of road in the
United States. So imoortant is this work considered that
thirty-two states have authorized bond issues aggregating
1,391 millions of dollars for highway improvement. The
states are building roads of the finest type and the
financing of these roads can be seen from the following
table.
STATS HIGHWAY BONDS*
Bonds Authorized
1,391,216,500
Net Bonds
Outstanding
Total Bonds Issued
996,226,100
Sinking Fund
Balance
Total Bonds Retired
103,743,670
Net Bond
Indebtedness
892,479,430 83,279,018 809,200,412
The low type surface roads predominate at the present
time as shown in the following chartf but with government
and state appropriations, the higher type is gradually
supplanting the low type road.
/
/j-.e
.e7f
* State Highway Handbook, 1931, Page 49
# State Highway Book, 1931, Page 55
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10 .
The Canal Period was started to improve inland water
transportation and resulted in many large canals being
built, among them the
Erie Canal Cost $7,602,000
New York State Barge Canal Cost $101,000,000
The Illinois &. Michigan Canal Cost $8,654,000
Chesapeake & Ohio Canal Cost $11,000,000
Hennepin Canal Cost $75,000,000
Delaware & Hudson Cost $6,946,445
Schuylkill Coal & Navigation Cost $13,207,000
Wabash & Erie Canal Indiana Cost $6,000,000
These canals proved instrumental in developing
some of our present great cities. Linked with the
canal period and the turnpike period we find increased
construction of bridc:es, the costs of which are indicated
in the following table.
BRIDGE CON3TRNCTI0N
In thousands*
Year Public Private
1926 62,936 6,940
1927 74,936 8,519
1928 120,915 22,730
1929 96,781 33,422
1930 97,992 37,596
1931 109,390 20,183
* Commerce Year Book 1931, Page 334
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The?e table? pho’^ the frovern’iient i? p’^en^inp; much
’nonev in the ronptrnrtion of niiblic vrorh? anii utilities.
I
The ^er’Tiit? f’or miblic buildini?? an'i utilities are shown
in the followinpr table.
FTCtUH1=!S O'TE thousands*
1938 1929 1930
PiTblic Buildings 29,378 87,554 85,821
Public Works and Utilities 38,671 128,897 45,237
Other tyoes of construction of the non-residential
class that helo business both in an economic and education-
al way are as follows;
FIGTTRES TU ONE THOUSANDS**
1928 1929 1930
Churches 48,852 40,882 29,575
Institutions 65,002 75,703 58,258
Schools 142,154 4,456 126,908
Stores and Warehouses 210,306 8,752 127,832
Additions and Repairs 322,048 367,475 260,365
In the orevious chapter we mentioned the growth in
amusement olaces near commercial centers. The following
figures sho’^ the volume of this growth.
ETO^'^PES IN ONE THOUSANDS***
1928 1929 1930
Amusements 84,677 43,215 43,375
* Fpderal Reserve B^jlletin for 1931
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Lately two new sources of transportation and
comiaunication, radio and aviation, have sprung into ex-
istence and are contributing to the volume of construction
figures
.
Radio for a comparatively new industry has increased
so rapidly that today millions have been spent in construc-
tion of plants, radio stations and equipment plants. The
following table is submitted to show that the radio industry
has constructed great facilities to take care of radio demands.
SALES OF RADIO PRODUCTS*
1928 690,550,000
1929 842,548,000
1930 500,951,500
1931 309,270,000
Aviation construction in 1931 was stimulated by the
rapid growth of air transport lines. Cities and private
concerns sought to supply this business with adequate
terminals and airports besides providing a place for the
ever growing list of private flyers.
Nearly $20,000,000 was spent for the operation of
construction, expansion, and improvement of airports in
all sections of the country during 1931, nearly $14,000,000
of which was expended for new construction.
Radio Industry, March 1932
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The Department of Commerce listed 2,034 ports, in-
cluding auxiliary and intermediate fields in the United
States at the close of 1931. The total investment of
these widely scattered ports, many of them owned by
states, municipalities, and counties was estimated to be
well over $225,000,000.* The Aeronautical Chamber of
Commerce estimated on the new construction contracts
reported to it that in 1932 at least $6,760,000 would
be spent in further construction and expansion.
This chapter shows that construction covers a
large class of building operations embracing many fields
The most important of whicn may be summarized as follows
1. Private Residential
a. Single
b. Two family
c . Apartment
2. Non-Residential
a. Large buildings'
b. Office buildings
3. Public
a. Roads
b. Tunnels-Bridge
8
c. Airports
d. Buildings
e. Railways
f. Public Utilities
* Aviation Year Book, 1932, Page 137
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PROBLEMS IN MATERIALS.
At the present time Construction Materials require
serious thought not only because of the natural problems
of the industries furnishing the materials, but also be-
cause of the effect of the depression upon the industry.
Below are listed the leading materials used in
construction:
1. Lumber
2. Brick
3. Cement
4. Plate Glass
5. Glass Windows
6. Lime
7. Structural Steel
S. Faint Materials
9. Stone and Clay
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10. Concrete
11. Wall Plaster and Composition
12. Floor Composition
13. Electrical Equipment
14. Furniture
15. Textile and a variety of other material
The prosperity of hundreds of communities depends
upon the amount of building materials ordered, because
many towns depend on a single industry, and this indus-
try in a great number of cases is connected with con-
struction. These materials listed above is estimated to
represent more than one-eighth of all railway freight
tonnage, so railroads depend to a great extent upon the
shinment of the materials for its revenue.
Some idea of the deoendence of these communities
upon construction can be had by a study of some of the
large material producing concerns.
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This vol’ime of business was the incentive for
nany conroanies to bep'in furnishing the needed riaterials.
The nuraber of comoanies, in turn, led to coviDetition
not in Quality but in the Tiatter of price. The credit
systems of the companies were lax an^ many did not care
to whom thev sold as long as the3'' saw the material being
shiuned. Tha salesman, many ^orhing on a. strictly com-
mission basis, failed to investigate the financial con-
ditions of the buyer and as many of these buyers were
in unsoun'^ financial condition, the ultimate results were
d i sa s tron s
.
tt. o, Peoart’^ent '^f Commerce, Census of !£anufactures
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Thi? wap r>artic'nl?rlv tri.:'e in 1930 anf? 1931 Trhere
ona in looking over a financial naoer coul^ not fail to
n'^te ttie larire n^Mber of contractora filine^ bankrnntcy
oanerp, an^ the nwerona men+ione of enn^ly honaes liate*^
a a cre'^itora. One nroble’n that the anonly houaea have,
hen, ia to '^eternine the financial condition of the
contractor.
Another nrobleni confr'^nte'^ manufacturers ^aa the
frreat varietv of orof^ucta manufactured in order to take
care of the demani^a o"^ the builders. Many of these
nreducta ael'^om uae'^. For examnle, in olumbin^ the
ai?p of steel -nioe ran from uo to 4” nine (n" . 3/8”,
3/0", 1", 1^", 1^", 1-J", 3" etc.) Fittings had
to b^ «iade for these different sised ninea. This meant
ma nuf*ae turinei' ael^om-used fittings and necessitated large
at'^re '•’ooma in wVtieh to leave the fittinera becauae one
could not tell when there might be a demand for them. The
seriousness of this problem led to the birth of biiilding
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codes in order to standardize the material used in
building. During the war Herbert Hoover submitted
the Hoover Code Plan for the construction of all
Government buildings. This code standardized the
material used in constructing government buildings
thus saving much material and labor. States, cities,
and towns have ordinances specifying kinds of mat-
erials to be used, and many of them have followed
the Hoover Code.
With standardization of material, came competition
in quality and this led to comoanies manufacturing im-
proved materials, more durable material, and materials
made more attractive for selling purooses. This com-
petition in price and qiiality resulted in eliminating
many of the smaller manufacturers or forced them to
consolidate. Examoles of this have been the consoli-
dation of the American Radiator Company and the Standard
Enamel Comoany, and the consolidation of many heating
manufacturers, the New England firm being Gurney Radiator
Company, into the National Radiator Company.
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The consolidation of manufacturers brought
about in different cities the uniting of supply
houses to distribute building materials to con-
tractors. So we find in every large city a supply
association where urice, and quality are discussed
at meetings and steps are also taken to orevent
credit risks when selling to contractors.
!7ot only do the manufacturers have to know the
different building codes in order to manufacture the
proper materials, but they must also have means of
delivering the go^ds. This problem of delivering
goods means that they must make delivery almost im-
mediately, this is a problem in winter when snow storms
cause delays and tie-uos that might result in loss of
business. To overcome this we find the manufacturers
starting branches and warehouses. Another oroblem
then is for them to have warehouses or branches in all
large cities. These branches are confronted with the
oroblem of selling only to jobbers or suooly houses
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and ’Tinat be very carefnl not to eell '^irect to builders
or contractnrp.
The ’material -nroblems have been solved by erecting
larere factories, emnloyin'^ efficient labor, and usinp^
modern machines. The standardi zina: of material and
buiiai-og* la’^'S have helned solve the oroblen. Th^ form-
ina* of asaoei^tinns for the distribution of material,
and for credit information, les<=^ens the risks, occurin^
+hf*ou!rh financial losses. The Government thousrht this
•nroblem imnortant ^hen it ac'^eoted the Hoover Code for
•Government buildinirs, and it ha*^ manv acts of legisla-
tion m'^nt inninm material, includ^ine the Clayton Act,
^hich mentions standard i ?a tion
,
markinc” and stamnin^
O"*^ material.
Just as the building material manufacturers have
trouhles to solve, so also have the buildinpr contractors.
These nrobloms have to '’o mith ma'^erigl costs and material
standard i za t ion.
Ooor^ T^ill ’"hich is an imnortant asset to a building
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c^ntractoT i? obtainef^ ’"hen the builder is able to
establish a remitat ion for nsinsr the best of materials
at the lowest costs. Hanv bnilders do not eniov thisV »•
reontation because thev bnil-^ houses with crao’ced
olaster, leaVv roofs, an'^ defects in the -Dlumbin^ and
the heatine* eonioment.
These conditions are canse*^ by the contractor ns-
in<? other than standard materials. One reason for this
practice is the effort of the contractor to take advan-
tasre of the comoetition in materials. Examples of this
corrnetition was the comnetition between wood and steel
for beams and rafters; between steel an'^ alnminum; be-
tween wood shincrles an't asbestos, tar, and copper; and
between bnil'^insr stones and bricks and stucco.
Latelv R:lass bricks are attempting: to compete with
baked bricks, and contractors are attempting" to sweeten
mortar with cane su?ar for the purpose of str^nfrthenine it.
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-ecaiipe of this cOTrrpetition and lack of stand-
ardization, homes are not orodnced as efficiently as
•nrodncts of other indiistries. The building contractors
may learn a lesson from the auto industry in orocess
reorrani zation. The usin^ of regular standard forms
for estimating contracts, cost accounting, and job
sche'^uling are some efficient methods that could be
employed. Trade marking and other means of identify-
inp" good grades of goods are of great value to both
buver and seller. TTge of nationally known nroducts
increases the nrestige of homes and is an outstanding
factor in oromoting their sales.
’^en these orinci-nles are more widely adanted they
will be an imnortant factor in insuring ouality construc-
tion at reduced c^sts and bring to the forefront the
trend in material costs. Manv home seekers feel that if
material costs were lo'^ered
,
orices of houses would be
lowered, with the result that they could buy or rent the
homes a+ a reasonable nrice. Let us consider the trends
in •nrice of materials with that of ’^ages and Pent.
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T'^p material ooet trend for the past deca.de has
been steadily d'^mnmard
,
mhile the maffe trend, making
nn mere than 50^- cf the cost, has steadily increased.
ile there has been a tendency on the nart of rents
to fs>llo^ material trend, one must not lose si^ht of
tho=> fast that other causes are actinp: noon rent to
lomer it; such as, yacancies due to depression. As
•i»TjJcr0 e and materials tend to make nn the bnil'^in*? costs
the chart reveals that the dornmard trend in materials
is of-^set by the increase in the building wage.
Fi'^ires advancsi^ bv the ^jreaii of Labor Statistic
are fnrtheT' "nroof that building costs are on a stead.y
^eal Fstate Journal February, 1932, Page 60-
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Year “Yholesale Price of Biiil'^ing !laterial*
1921 100
1922 99.9
1927, 111.6
1924 105.0
1925 104.4
1926 102.7
1907 95.8
1928 oc 0« -•' w • <0
1929 99.7
1930 92.7
1931 90.4
ysny material manufacturerf? are either
pnfferiner a Iopp, or reali^inff very small -orofits.
'^hev believe that if orofits are to be had the orices
must rise, an'^ th»v are attemotine^ to raise orices.
^Bureau of Labor Statistics #545, 1931, Pa.ge 15

The affect of lo-r material coat and riaine: labor
coeta are aho-^n by fisnirea on actnal coata of conatrnc-
tion of t’^o ^all-hno'^n conatriiction firma.
(See the follomin? oaere for the chart)
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'. /SSy.
{ /ss),
/Ssy.
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/SS
iSS
^
/SO
/ss
Zoo
Ao/
AO/
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: AoSy.
X A oS/,
AOO/,
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AOsi
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'/
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/SO*,
/
/SS
/SO'
'
/SO/.
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A
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/S6 ^a
/SS
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/$</%
/y^/2
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/se
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/
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/S^y.
/S4
/eg
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' yg^
'/i
/gs),
. /es
/ezl
/go/,
/go
yga
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/€/
/ssA
/go
/go
/^0
.
/ac
* On any jobs requiring temporary heat for cold v.-eather
protection, from two to six per cent should be added to the
estimated costs indicated in this tabulation.
Prior data may be secured directly from the companies.
The Aberthaw Company index number for March 1, 1929,
was the last in their monthly series. Thereafter, beginning
with July 1, 1929, the index numbers were computed Quarterly .

Thepe fifr’3'»'ep p'how that in esachunett p the
actnal coptp of bnilf^inpfma terial and warrea coTibinerl
)
hap been p+eadily downward. ^.ile the b^iildiner copts
trend ha- been drooninsr another oroblem confrontp the
bnildinp* contractor. It iP that of unfair oracticep of
pecTr inf? ^orV. Skilled workmen, pnch ap a ?i!apter Plnmber
,
wipt have a iicenpe. '^foon the receiot of the license
PO’^e of ther start ont as emoloyer p
,
and immediately
underbid the recnlar firms beinf? pa + isfied to get "a
week's salary. " These so called "racketeer” or "incom-
•^etontp" can ontbi'’ lesritimate bnildine: contractors on
repi'’en''‘ial ^ork an'^ renairs. These make no a large
oart of th'^ constrnction vork
,
and therefore is a perions
oroblem that p’^mjld be solved. The amount of reoairs
and residential work as comoared to the total building
is ap followp;
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* Ma psachusettp Deoartment of La.bor and Industry,
March, 1932, Page 5
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Cslifornia tplcen ster>F to eni^ this con^lition
bv liopTiein!? builr^erp contractorp. * Since the law
beca’ne effective, it haa ohapei^ eo’^e 8,000 racbeteers
anii inconnetent p O'^ bnainepp. "^ew York contractors
^an+ fair -olay enforce<^ in the bnilr’inR piarne and are
tr’^in^r to napp leriplation similar to that of California
This unfair nractice could be overco'ae in nart and con-
trol -^ould be f?ained by susnendiny or revoking •oer’r.itp
of those "^ho 'Violate the buildiny code, fail to follow
puecif ica tion
,
break the labor and safety laws, or run
out on unprofitable contracts with invitation to go
ahead and pue them. Malpractice would mean loss of
license and operation without license would be punish-
able by fine an'^ imprisonment
.
*^upineFP '*^eeV
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OF LAROR ORGA^tTZATIO^.T A^TD COSTS.
Labor in bnllf^ing alFO nreeents '^any problene fine
to tbe f^reRt n-'i’nber of trafies renresented . The laat
oenane erivea an l^^ea of the number? of important trades
involved and the men emnloyed in the trades. The trades
im-nortant to bnildins* and the neople involved can be
seen from the follomin? chart.
*
Trade Workers
Buildinpr laborers not specified 623,203
Rricklavers 431,264
Builders and buildinpr contractors 90,109
Car'nenters 889,379
Electricians 212,964
Enfrineers and Roisters 279,984
Painters (^.lildins:) 248,497
*7!onthly Review R. S. Bureau Labor Statistics.
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Trade Workers
Pla sterers 45,876
Plumbers 206,718
Structural Iron Workers 18,836
Stone O-itters 22,099
Tin Smiths and Copper Smiths 74,968
Steam.fitt ers 226,400
Ar is shorn in the chapter under Season Trends
in Construction, one of the problems in labor is that
of seasonal fluctuation. Due to this fluctuation we
find labor reaches its peak in May, June, July, Aufpist
,
and September with about 90^^ of all workers in trades
employed, and recedes during December, January, and
February. D^.iring this latter oeriod only about 50^
of all trades are employed. This, then, brings about
the nroblem of keening the worker busy all during
the seasons.
This fluctuation means that contractors are
coranelled to vary the number of men emploved. As
construction falls off the contractor must necessarily
cut his overhead, and one of the first to feel this is
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the worker. The contractor begin? to decrease labor
until, when he reache? his dull period, he is operat-
ing with skeleton crew? only. These crews, of course,
will be nade up of the skilled employees, and emoloyees
that the contractor does not care to lay off because he
fear? that they will find employment elsewhere, and
will not be available later. The Monthly Labor Review'*'
claims that plasterers lose S4 days per year, carpenters
lose 80 days, bricklayers lose 93 days, and that in 27
traces 3l4 of all possible working days are lost.
Figures show that in the construction trades the
worker averages at least three months of the year of
unemployment; therefore, another problem presented by
this situation is to enable the average worker to make
his salary for the nine paying months meet the living
expenses of the entire year.
Laborers felt the proper way to meet this problem
was to band tof?ether and seek wae’es that many outside
the traces thought were exorbitant. This banding
together led to the creating? of labor unions. About
^Monthly Labor Review U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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1870 the first large movement for national organization
took place 'i^ith the beginning of the Knights of Labor.
In 1881 another large trade organization, under the name
of the American Federation of Labor, came into existence.
This organization favored strikes and boycotts for fight-
ing labor battles.
The labor unions fought for a living wage with the
result that many strikes took place in the late 1800 's
and the early 1900 ’s. The seriousness of the situation
and the frequency of the strikes led to the Government
taking a hand in settling trade disputes. In 191S the
National Board of Jurisdictional Awards* in the Build-
ing Industry was formed. This board was made up of
representatives of employers, architects, engineers,
and building trade labor. Since 1921 the Building
trades have been remarkably free of labor disputes.
During the last six months there were sixty three strikes
thSot did not involve more than four thousand men. The
uniting of labor has had its effect however, because
the scale of wages in these trades has been upward until
•Recent Economic Trends. Page 251, McGraw, Rill Co.
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today they are getting the highest wages paid in the
history of the building trades—the average wage for
trades being $1.40 an hour for skilled workers, and
85(# per hour for helpers.
Conditions brought about by the unions have been:
(a) The distinction between union and non-union
labor, and the restriction of both classes
working on the same construction—this
the unions claim will protect workers.
Lately however, there have been no trade
agreements which restrict employment on
building operations to members of trade
unions.
(b ) The improvement of working conditions.
(c) Protection against dangerous machinery.
(d) Five-day working week.
(e) The insurance of workers against accident
or death.
The building trades have been trying to overcome
the dull period so we find schools starting to teach
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the present non-slcilled workers how to become skilled.
This keeps the worker within the union end does away
with recruiting skilled labor by immip-ration. The
trades are also training boys to become coraoetent
mechanics. The state and cities are helping in the
matter by having special trades taught in the high
schools along with academic work. The Government has
formed the Federal Board of Vocational Education* that
is co-operating in every way possible with the schools
and trades in this matter of training citizens to be-
come skilled laborers.
Thus, at present, labor is trying to overcome
the following problems:
1. Unsteady employment due to lack of building
in winter.
2. Three months of unsteady emoloyment decreases
a worker's skill because he should work steadily to
keep up his speed and efficiency.
*Recent Economic Trends.
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3. Contractors offer only steady employment to
the best employees, for he is satisfied to 77ork "v^hen-
ever nossible with a skeleton crew.
4. The average worker mnst make his savings of
nine months carry him over the dull period of three
months.
The solution of these problems can be found
only in the leveling of the labor trend in business.
The solution then is to stimulate winter building and
repairing, and so create steady employment throughout
the year.
Tlnemployment will increase according to reports
concerning state activities. The State of Mew York
has suggested state economies that include the with-
holding of the seven million dollar schedule for new
road building, the five and a half million dollar
Long Island park imnrovement
,
while Mew York City has
added thirteen millions to its suspense calendar making
nearly one hundred fifty million dollars of projects on
which work will be nostooned. *
Business ^eek February 3, 1932 Page 7.
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Other states are following New York: New Jersey
proposes a two year recess of road construction
and Connecticut legislature has voted to postpone
all projects not essential.
The ranks of the eight million unemployed, with
their twelve million dependents, will be greatly in-
creased because of the proposed postponement of state
pro j ects.
The swelling of the ranks of the unemployed gives
excuse to some firms to cut wages. Builders and con-
tractors have an interest in the current effort to
bring the "official” wage in the building trades down
to the level of wasres actually paid.
Building trade employers count on this wage
cutting movement to eliminate price-cutting by
competitors who have been winning contracts on bids
based on less-than-scale wages through connivance
of workers and sometimes union officials.
The powerfully organized unions whose percentage
of employment has risen from 26^^ to 28^ of membership
in 1928 and 1929 to 40^^ in 1930 and nearly 6'^ in
December 1931 have been weakening in their insistence
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that there muFt be no halt in the use of the wage
scales started in 1922 even if these scales do not
fit into the present economic picture.
What has been happening under the surface of
the official wage scale in building trades is shown
by an index* built on a composite of actual wages
paid to carpenters, bricklayers, plasterers, and
iron workers in scores of building centers. From
$1.00 an hour in 1922 the wages rose steadily year
after year to $1.38 in 1930. Until July 1931 the
scale a "reed with the actual wage paid, but actual
wages began to drop until in February 1932 the in-
dex has come down to $1.11.
This drop in actual wage has left an opening
for unfair bidding and leases the real costs in the
dark. Because of this we find a campaign under way
to cut wages from the ” scale" wage to "actual" wage.
Some of these cuts range as high as 25^. **
* Engineering News April 1932.
** Business Week February 3, 1932 Page 8.
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Before taking up the results of this campaign let us
first study wage trends u'^ing 1921 as a base.*
Year Union wages per hour in the
building trades.
1921 100
1922 93.4
1923 103.6
1924 112.2
1925 116.3
1928 124.0
1927 128.5
1928 129.0
1929 130.8
1930 138.2
This trend has always been upward. The trade
unions are endeavoring to maintain the high wages.
In Massachusetts a survey of building employment was
undertaken with the results as shown in table. **
* Year Book of Bureau of Labor Statistics.
•* Table from Massachusetts Department of Labor and Industry
March 1932.
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This table shows that labor in Massachusetts is
willing to accept lower wages if work is to be had;
but New York, however, is trying to keep high wages.
The New York Building Council has rejected for the
second time the proposal of building employers to cut
wages 25^ to This rejection has renewed the
controversy thought settled oy the first proposal.
When the first proposal was made in January for this cut,
the council countered with an offer to accept a lOvo cut.
The Building Trade Employers refused to accept
* The Business Week, February 17, 1932, Page 14.
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this offer and after much debating told members to
stand by the 25^ cut and to put it into effect May
1, 1932. This second refusal by the 175,000 build-
ing vrorkers in New York, once more places the burden
upon the employers shoulders. Immediate negotiations
will be necessary to avoid serious and costly strikes.
This decision not only affects New York but the entire
country because New York practics*^ are genera.lly
followed by other building centers. Negotiations
for lower scales are now under way in Cleveland, Chicago
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, and Boston. Hartford Master
B’Jilders have cut ten skilled and unskilled trades
25*^. The Pittsburg Building Trades Council has
followed New York and refused to accept a 25^^ cut.
Employers claim the new scale will give many
workmen better wages than they now receive. They
say that while large comoanies have been regularly
paying union scales many more have cut rates and have
been paying skilled workers, because of competition,
as low as 504 below scale.
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Elimination of this problem by g*etting back to
uniform scales is claimed to be an advantage of the
wage cut. Prospective owners, builders, and architects
are all expected to renew their shaken interest in
building operations when lower costs are coupled with
firm prices for the laborer which accounts for about
50^ of total costs. The employees answer this by
saying that credit is one of the chief items restrict-
ing buildinc operations, and low wage scale and low
building costs will have little effect without credit
exoansion.
What labor has su.ffere-'^ through lack of work in
1931 is indicated by Engineering News-Record figures
on engineering construction contrasts. This report of
last year revealed $2,454,000,000 as compared with
$3,173,000,000 in 1930. Public works increased 142“^
over 1930 but failed to offset the 504 slump in private
construction and while residential building reached
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only two-thirds of the 1930 value, non-residential
dropped to barely half. The American Federation of
Labor figiares for 1931 showed of skilled labor
was jobless, compared with a 23*^ average for all indus-
tries. Recent changes in Llassachusetts is shown as
follows.
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If the negotiations now going on in
successful, building labor will probably
New York are
pick up.
*IIa ssachusett s Department of Labor and Industry
March 1932.
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William Green, President of the American Federation of
Labor, has the following to say about taking care of
labor problems.* "In 1840 men worked 70 hours a week,
but the hours of labor were gradtjially reduced until
in 1890 men worked only 58 hours, and in 1920 only 50
hours. The average work in 1931 is 49 hours." The
reduction of working hours is essential because the
work required of employees due to machine operation has
been reduced three times as fast as in previous decades
Many companies are following this trend of cutting hour
of employment. Du Pont has adopted, a six-hour day for
10,000 workers. B^ailding Trades have adopted a five-
day week. Business enterprises could orovide against
cyclical unemploym.ent by laying up reserve funds to
maintain wage payments. In years of prosperity, such
reserves are laid up in the form of corporate surplus
and are drawn upon for dividend payments in depression
periods. In 1930 earnings of industrial corporations
were for below 1929. Wac'e payments to v/orkers v/ere
below 1929 fifmires by $9,000,000,000 but dividend
paym.ents were actually hlE’her in 1930 than in 1929.
The best figures, collec+ed by the Journal of Commerce,
Credit and Financial IJanagement March 1932 Page 12
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show dividend payTnents of ,486 ,000,000 in 1929 and
$2,919,000,000 in 1930. If it were the deliberate
policy of American Corporations to lay up reserves for
wage payments, the greater part of our depression un-
einployment could be provided for.
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HO^'SING PROBL57TS
Investorp in Real Eatate are troubled by the con-
ditions in honsinpr. Where once the owners were inde-
•nendent and found tenants as soon as the house was idle,
the -oresent conditi-^ns have taken away the lordly atti-
tude and wade the o^er act in a reasonable wanner if
he wishes to rent the howe or office.
Lately much has been read in the pauer about families
’’doublinfr un” or in other words, two families are now
occunyinsr a sins’le family apartment. In the Boston Post,
of Anril 10, 19!^2
,
Pasre 11, was a statement that families
are not only ”doubliner un” but are actually living in
craras’es to save house rent. In the Boston Post, of Tues-
day, Anril 4, IP??, there was a nicture captioned "Hoover
To^. " It illustrated the story that in Los Angeles,
twentv families that could not afford to nay rent took
nossession of a tract of vaoant land, erected shacks, and
tried to find work to keen the families together. They
nawed the little settlement "Hoover Town. " The community
has now errown to 500 families and the families are being
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cared for by the City Welfare Depart^ient.
Thepe exa’nolep sho^ that housing at the present time
is concerned with the problems of '•doubling up" and rent.
"Doubling uo" of families is growing every day according
to Mr. Walter V. McCarthy, of the City of Boston Welfare*
Deoartment, who says that while no accurate figures can
be had as to the amount of "doubling un" in Boston, there
is a prevailing movement on the part of ne^ly-weds to
either live with the in-laws, or find another couple and
rent a single apartment for both. This factor has de-
crease^ the demand for homes in Boston.
It is difficult to obtain accurate fig^ires of the
amount of "doubling up" going on throughout the United
States, but the National Association of Real Estate
Boar'^s has attempted a survey of this problem and reports
as follo’^s: Families running into thousan'^s have doubled
IIP. In a survey of 318 cities the movement found in re—
si'^ential buil^in^^'s might best be presented by a table.
« Personal Interview, April 4, 1932
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(l) Percpntflf?e'^ of Citiep Re-oorting, Overbuilding Normal
S-un-^lv* or Sh'^rt9<^e in Sin??le Fa’nily T>7ellinp:s Anartments
and Rnainepp Prooertiep.
Philadelphia find? a ptatiptical phortacce of |5,000
pins'le family honpep an^ an aotnal market pnooly that is
'^aily frro^'inj? inadeauate
,
a tabulation bv the Kansas City*
Post Of'fioe that on January 1st of this year the
city had 5,059 excess families.
Oesoite the mif^p scale doublinjr there is very little
vacancy at the oresent time because this c'^ndition is
practically counterbalancinj? the effect of the present low
level of construction activity; that ip, it is maskins’ what,
ripder normal con'^itions, wonlr^ be an undersupply of desirable
dweiiinp'p.
The drop in Apartment? and Residences has also affected
the home furniPhin? business because families doubling up
*
’'Optional Apsociation of Real Estate boards Ke^^s Service,
February 6, 1932
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will have bnt one home to fnrnieh while in normal times the
home furnisher oerheos wonld have double the order.
Peeif^ential bnildiner is not the only tyoe affected by
vacanoiee. The Office Biiildinp"S,which make no one of the
nations five crreat in^^nstries
,
emoloyin^ more than ^7,000,
000,000 of caoital, are rented at abont of caoacity in
Febrnary 1972.* statistical analysis comoiled three tim.es
each vear for the la®t deca'te, by the ^rational Association
of Fnildinp' Owners and Manaprers, has revealed that for the
latter oart of 1931 and the vacancies are still Increasing
bnt the cnrve is less abrnot than that from May 1930 to
Mav 1931. Tenants are beginnine: to stoo condensing their
use of office soace.
Althongh exact fignres for vacancy in office soace
cannot be obtained, bnilding owners ranst consider it a
serions nroblem. Faced v'ith heavy fixed charges and sm.all
rent income, these owners have agreed to go "partners”
with their tenants. They have originated the Percentage
Lease which is a olan assessing tenants rent according to
the amount of business done. It is reolacing the older
foTwe of leases in wany comrmmities. It also differs from
the older lease in that it contains a cancellation clause
to protect the owner in case of an uoswing in business.
* Financial Chronicle, January S, 1932
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Examples of these leases are (1) the Standard Oil lease
under which the Standard Oil Company rented a garage at a
rental of 1(^ on each gallon of gas sold (2) the A. S.
Beck Shoe Corooration lease under which the corporation
recently closed a ten year lease providing for a minimum
yearly rental of ^12,000 plus 7*^ on sales in excess of
$150,000, to a maximum rental of $15,000.
To solve the problems caused by vacancy, a National
Housing Committee*has been formed to act through a net-work
of member boards in 580 cities. It was formed for the four
fold purnose of co-ordination with
1. The President's Conference on Housing.
2. The Real Estate Boards.
3. Other organized grouns in the field of
planning, construct ion,and finance.
4. Civic groups now working upon the housing
problems.
Rents must be considered as a housing problem because
rents as income are used to pay interest and redeem bonds
and mortgages. If building vacancies occur, rents fall off,
owners can't meet expenses of carrying, and they lose the
house through foreclosure. If building costs are high and
rents are low, it would not be safe to purchase a house as
# Business Week, February 14, 1932, Page 9
* Commercial Standard Monthly, January, 1932
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an investment because of the inflated valuation of the
houses.
The home owners, realizing that it is better to have
the house occupied even if rents have to be lov-ered, have
been decreasing the rents. The follovring table is sub-
mitted to shoi!r the downward swing in rents from November
1930 to January 1932.
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Jript whst ^eter^’inep the rent of b’Jildin'^e? T.fany
think that coete of btiildinp*? ehould eet the rent. In
other v^or'^p, if two bnildinc:? are erected during the
earie oerior^ of ti’ne, and one costa more to erect than
t'^^e other, the former should command higher rent?. But
f^e folTominp' chart ia submitted to show that we must
consider o+her factors.
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At the oreaent time the two curves are declining about
the same rate. This illuatrat^a the fact that auo-oly rather
than coat o-^ buildinsra determines the rate, and in times of
deoression that vacancy, through economy oractices of fam.ilies,
can lower rent. At the oreaent time the renta seem to have
hit bottom, being estimated at 25d below fiprurea for 1923.
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Some rents are beginning to show a tendency to rise,
evidenced by the upward trend in apartment rents in
some sections of the country.
Another housing problem is the standardization of
homes, making certain that proper materials are used,
ajid proper steps taken to protect home buyer.
The 31 committees of the Presidents’ Conference on
Home Building and Home Ownership, embracing many profes-
sional and commercial groups interested in one way or
another in home building, housing, and housemaking, have
tried to pool their wisdom and work out co-operatively
solutions of the housing problems they are now facing.
After working together for over one-half year, they
have worked out recommendations that they laid before
the President's Conference for discussion. "Through
our careful deliberation on these problems, the solution
of which is so urgent for the protection and development
of the American citizenship, certain fundamentals stand
out which may properly be presented as the findings of
the conference."* These findings in summary were:
1. Each city and couuiiunity should have a master
plan.
*Coramercial Standards Monthly January 1932 Page 195.
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2. Each city should he zoned.
3. All new homes, irrespective of the income
of the family, can and should he, of good
design and sound construction.
4. Soundly huilt homes, can and should he,
rendered available to all home buyers.
5. Home ownership should he a possibility at
some time in the life of every thrifty
family.
6. An adequate system of credit for the financ-
ing of homes should he established.
7. Old homes should he brought up to a standard.
8. Slums and blighted areas should he eliminated.
9. Industry, so fa,r as practical, should he
decentralized.
10. Well-advised large scale housing operations
should he facilitated.
11. Homes should he free from excessive burdens
of* taxation.
12. Beauty, as well as utility, should be made
available within the home and its surround-
ings .

54 .
15. The conveniences, protection, and
opportunities enjoyed by city dwellers
should be rendered available as rapidly
as possible to the residents of rural
districts
.
14. Work centers for household operations
should be efficiently planned and
equipped.
15. There is need of better framed and better
enforced legislation with regard to all
types of housing for the protection of the
home and community.
16. The promotion of home ownership and better
homes is the prerogative of all civic leaders.
This report conveys the idea that all leaders believe
if homes were made better, the surroundings beautified,
and older homes repaired, an easy loan plan vrould stimulate
construction.
This brings us to another problem of housing; Namely,
borrowing money for homes. The survey of the Real Estate
Board shows that only Z^jo of the 518 cities report that
capital is seeking loans, as most agencies will loan only
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when the house is completed or sold. No sale can he
made where it is necessary to secure any loans from
the hanks.
Doubtless the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
will play an important role in the financial situation
and its success will he deterniined in no small way when
the stringency lifts. Real Estate men are hopeful for
help on this score from the proposed Federal Home Loan
Bank and are pushing the measure aggressively in Washington.
This easing of credit for home builders and buyers
would stimulate house buying and the expansion of demand
for housing would help solve, in part at least, the
"doubling up" problem. The demand would also exceed the
supply when "doubling up" ceases and with this taking
place, the rent problem would also be solved. But it
needs a general increase in purchasing power, as business
improves, to bring out this condition.
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PROBLEMS OF FINANCING
” one of the things that strikes me with
regard to all co-operative associations is that charac-
teristic feature of active life is co-operation. A
community is civilized in proportion as it can sink its
individuals in the common interest.” Woodrow Wilson*
The quotation calls to mind that in a broad sense
all society is based upon co-operation. Construction
depends upon the co-operation of finance companies, banks,
and insurance companies to furnish it with the necessary
capital so that it might continue along constructive
lines
.
The institutions that Construction depends upon for
financing can be divided into the follov/ing classes:
1. Mortgage bond companies;
2. Building loan associations, devoted
largely to home owners;
3. Insurance companies holding real estate
loans
;
4. Mutual saving banks;
5. State and municipal bond issues;
6. Gasolene taxes and other current revenues
* History of Building and Loan in the.U. S.
U. S. Building and Loan League, Page 3.
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In order to understand the problems confronting the
financing of construction let us review the more important
of the classes mentioned, with the hope of getting a clear
picture of the volume of financing necessary.
History shows that one of the businesses to show the
co-operative spirit was the mutual fire insurance companies.
According to Valgren* the first company was formed in 1735.
By 1850 there were hundreds of these fire insurance companies
throughout the United States, and following these companies
came the mutual saving banks which were believed to have
been started shortly after the war of 1812. The first
history of these banks in Massachusetts was found in 1854
at which time there were 73 in the state.
These were originated to taJce care of the savings of a
poorer class of people; that is, the farmer, the trader,
and the merchant who had small Incomes above their necessary
expenses. They were also formed to help these people turn
their money back into additional land or business ventures
by loaning the depositors smaller amounts on a strictly
commercial discount and loan basis. These banks later
proved important in the construction field by furnishing
funds to people wishing to become home owners.
About the time of the founding of the mutual savings
bank in 1812, another source of co-operative finance is
thought to have come into existence. This new source was
* Farmer's Mutual Life Insurance in the U. S., Valgren,
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58 .
called the Building ajid Loan Association. This differs
from the mutual saving bank in the element of mutuality
between the borrower and the saver.
The first building and loan association that we have
record of is the Oxford Provident Association in Pennsyl-
vania in 1851.* The first loan made by this association
was made for the sum of $375. to a man who offered a
premium of $10., then the second loan was made several
months later for a premium of $12. It was not until 1845
that we hear of further associations when the Harmony and
the Franklin came into existence. With the success of
these companies, building clubs sprang up throughout the
country.
The clubs in other parts of the country did not seem
to flourish with the same success as those in Pennsylvania.
However, these clubs were reorganized in 1860 and thus
started the real period of expansion for the building and
loan movement. The growth of this important method of
financing from the single bank with the $375. loan to the
large organization of today can best be shown by table.
* History of Building and Loan in the U. S.
U. S. Building and Loan League, Page 34.

HISTORY OF BUILDING AND LOAN*
O v^
Table I. Growth in Number of Associations,
ship, and Total Assets of Building and
Associations in the United States, 1892
Total Member-
Loan
i-1915
Number of
Year Associations
Total
Membership
Total
Assets
1893. 1,349,437 $ 473,137,454
1895. 5,770 1,545,129 579,627,765
1896. 1,610,300 598,386,695
1897. 1,642,179 601,130,037
1898. 5,576 1,617,837 600,135,739
1899. 1,512,685 581,866,170
1900. 1 , 495 , 156 571,366,628
1901. 1,539,593 . 565,387,966
1903. 1,530,707 577,228,914
1903. 1,566,700 579,556,112
1904. 1,631,046 600,342,386
1905. 5,264 1,642,127 629,344,257
1906. 1,699,714 673,129,198
1907. 1,839,119 731,508,446
1908. 5,599 1,920,257 784,175,753
1909. 2,016,651 856,332,719
1910. 2,169,893 931,867,175
1911. 6,099 2,332,829 1,030,687,031
1912*. 2,516 , 936 1,137,600,648
1913. 6,429 2,836,433 1,248,479,139
1914. 3,103,935 1,357,707,900
1915. 3,334,899 1,484,205,875
* History of Building' and Loan in the U. S.
U. S. Building and Loan League, Page 136

HISTORY OF BUILDING AND LOAN*
Table II. Growth in Number of Associations, Total Member-
ship, and Total Assets of Building and Loan
Associations in the United States, 1916-1930
Year
Number of
Associations
Total
Membership
Total
Assets
1916 3,568,432 $1,598,628,136
1917 3,838,612 1,769,142,175
1918 4,011,401 1,898,344,346
1919 4,289 , 326 2,126,620,390
1920 4,962,919 2,519,914,971
1921 5,809,888 2,890,764,621
1922 6,364,144 3,342,530,953
1923 7,202,880 5,942,939,880
1924 8,554,352 4,765,937,197
1925 9 , 886 , 997 5,509,176,154
1926 10,665,705 6,334,103,807
1927 11,326,261 7,178,562,451
1928 11,995,905 8,016,034,327
1929 12,111,209 8,695,154,220
1930 12,343,254 8,828,611,925
* History of Building and Loan in the U. S.
U. S. Building and Loan League, Page 136
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Since the first loan oy the Oxford Provident Building
Association, the Building and Loan Associations have had
two methods of financing; namely, the serial plan and the
permanent stock plan. In the early 1850' s we find these
building clubs beginning a serial plan by which series of
stock are issued. This plan necessitated the maturity of
the stock at different dates which was a departure from
the early association plan because the latter had but one
series of stock. In this new plan we had many series so
that instead of having one association taking one series, it
was as if there were many associations combined under one
head. The issuing of these serial stocks meant a permanent
life for the association because the shares not terminating
at one time meant that new issues were sold with new
purchasers for the stock, thus assuring continual life.
This plan led to the expansion of membership and
lightened the burden on members of the association because
by getting the new members to buy the issues, the old
members were not forced to take loans if they felt they
did not want them. Along with the serial issue was put into
effect a "fine” system, that is the association would fine
all delinquent members. Profits would be shared according
to the amount of dues paid and the length of time the money
was in the association. Many banks feel that the money
collected in fines nearly pay the salaries of the employees.
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Another feature of the early plans of the association
was the enforcement of systematic savings. This meant
the paying of money to the association at different inter-
vals, the charging of membership fees, and also the levy-
ing of withdrawal fees. This withdrawal fee was subtracted
from the value of the stock. The associations stressed the
word ’’partnership" in the association saying that profits
were to be apportioned according to payments.
In Massachusetts we have the serial shares and the
full paid in shares* We find the Massachusetts plan of
money and loan system following that of the early da.ys; that
is, a payment of the monthly dues, and the payment of in-
terest in premiums. Profits are distributed according to
the charter of the Bank—they may be distributed ajinually,
semi-annually, or quarterly but they are only distributed
on the basis of fully paid shares.
The second method, the permanent plan, called for the
stock to be issued at regular stated intervals. This plan
is different from the serial plan because the serial plan
allowed shares to be issued at any time. In the permanent
plan, the individual member's accounts are not kept
separately but are all put together under one heading and
profits are issued according to fully paid up shares of
* Personal interview with official of Merchant
Co-operative Bank, Boston
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stock while in the serial plan, a separate account is kept
for each series. The permanent plan provided that stock
was to he issued at regular stated intervals and that the
stock should he suhscrihed for. This forced many men to
huy shares that they did not wish. Although this procedure
prevails throughout the Western States, we find some of
the Eastern States beginning to try the plan using the
basis for the issuance of the non-withdrawal stock sub-
scribed and paid for by members of the association.
From the previous table one notices that money finan-
cing as great as that of the Building and Loan Association
should have proper supervision, and we find the state and
government supervising the loans. In 1875, New York re-
quired the associations to make reports of their financial
standing.
Massachusetts, in 1890, passed legislation to have
bank examinations and visitations under the supervision
of the state banking department. Other states fell in line
rapidly so that at present, 46 out of the 48 states have
the supervision of the Building and Loan Association.
Most of the states require financial reports yearly together
with an examination or auditing of the books.
The Federal Government has rendered valuable service to
the loaning association by permitting some stock to be tax
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exempt and by giving the associations special consideration
when bills affecting the clubs are brought before it.
For the past three years the Building and Loan
Associations which were formed to loan money for building
or buying homes have been confronted with the problem of
taking over real estate instead of getting a monetary re-
turn for money loaned. Due to the effects of the depression,
builders finding the demands for homes far below supply
have had to default payment of loans. The banks because
of this non-payment have foreclosed on the property and
have become the unwilling owners of thousands of homes
through these foreclosures. The annual report of the
Commissioner of Banks of Massachusetts, October, 1931, shows
the growth in the amount of money used in taking over
property;
REAL ESTATE by FORECLOSURE AND COMMON FORM MORTCAOES*
Year ending Real Estate Common Form Total
October 31 Foreclosures Mortgage
No. of No
.
of
Banks Amount Banks Amount Amount
1927 76 $1,158,870.37 28 $181,780 $1,340,651
1928 123 3,696,420.92 44 541,163 4,237,584
1929 159 7,242,131.05 71 2,057,946 9,300,077
1930 179 10,799,083.04 92 4,329,036 15,128,119
1931 187 13,733,097.82 121 7,359,840 21,092,938
* Annual Report of Commissioner of Banks February 1932.
Department of Banking and Insurance, Page XI.
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The Merchant Co-operative Bank in Boston on December
7, 1931 had "Real Estate by Foreclosure" of $785,086, while
in March, 1952, this had increased to $892,588. These
figures show that the banks are confronted with the problem
of forming new departments to take care of the acquired real
estate. The forming of these departments increase the ex-
pense of the real estate and diminishes returns from rents.
The following is typical:
Because of the amiount of real estate acouired, the
Merchant Co-operative Bank* has had to employ three clerks
to handle the accounts, a caretaker for the property, and a
collector to collect the rents. The rental per month should
bring in approximately $2200, on 155 homes, but collections
total between $900 to $1500 per month. After the collector's
10^ commission, the clerks' salaries, and the caretaJcer's
wages are deducted, it is obvious that the return on the
property is very small. Many of the houses are vacant bring-
ing no return to the bank.
As the vacancies increase in two and three family houses,
causing homeowners to default payment of mortgage money,
banks are confronted with the problem of either taking over
the property or helping out the home owner. The banks,
realizing that they cannot profitably take over property,
have decided to help the homeowners by the Reduction of Loan
* Interview at Merchant Co-operative Bank, Boston,
April, 1932
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Plan. The procedure is to reduce the amount of the mortgage
to the balance outstanding; for example, a man has a mort-
gage for $5000 and has paid shares to the value of $2383.00.
The bank under Section 29 agrees to deduct the amount from
the original mortgage and make a new mortgage for the balance
to the next $50.
$5000 Old Mortgage
$2383 Amount Paid
$2617 Amo’jnt Due $2650 Amount of New Mortgage
Although the banks lose interest by the reduction of
the principal, they hope the homeowner will be able to retain
his property and thus save the banks from carrying on the
balance sheets the account. Real Estate by Foreclosure.
This account listed on the books as an asset cannot be readily
converted into cash and it is thereby decreasing the working
capital of the bank. This lack of working capital affects
the amount of loans by the banks, and puts them in a danger-
ous position regarding "runs" like those of 1931.
The realization of their positions have brought the in-
stitutions closer together. In Massachusetts, 227 Co-opera-
tive Banks united to form the Co-operative Central Bank,* to
give relief to the member banks and shareholders by
1. Creating more than $12,000,000 of working
capital, and
2. Stopping "runs" on the banks by aiding quickly
* Para-nhlet, nnited States Investor, January 9, 1932
j
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and with abundant shares every deserving
institution that needs cash inmiediately.
So at the present time we find the Building
Associations facing their problems squarely: i. e.,
1. Acquisition of real estate by foreclosure
2. Increased Costs due to foreclosures
3. Loss of rents
4. Solution of problems by reduction of mortgage
principal
5. Suspension of share payment
6. Creation of central bank to provide working
capital
Another method of fin-ancing is that of Mortgage Bond
Companies.* Mortgage Bond Companies are organizations that
loan money to finance construction based upon the mortgage-
able value of the property under construction. It is est-
imated that these companies have issued about twenty billions
of dollars worth of real estate bonds to finance construction.
These organizations are also faced with many problems that
affect construction due to the depression. The Real Estate
Bonds must first be defined** before a person can get a clear
picture of these problems.
(1) So-called "Real Estate Bonds" are really unsecured
* Pamphlet . -Reprinted from U. S. Investors; Issue of
January 9, 1932
**American and Foreign Stock Exchange Practice, Greenwood,
Page 43.
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debenture bonds because they are issued by the mortgage
corporation on its own credit without any direct charge to
the bondholders on the mortgaige purchased by the company
with the money obtained on this bond issue. The investor
cannot tell whether the bond issue is for a larger amount
than is really required for the mortgage nor can he prevent
the corporation making specific mortgages of its assets
which would have preference over his own security. The
bonds are usually issued at a lower rate than the amount
the company receives on the mortgages it buys. The excess
income should be sufficient to pay all expenses, provide
for interest, and allow a margin for the redemption of the
bonds. The corporation may buy land and improve it by
building properties and the mortgages created on the im-
proved land would have preference over the claims of the
real estate bondholder. The security, then, behind the
bonds depends upon the honesty of the directors of the cor-
poration, and their method of management.
(2) Real Estate Bonds Secured by Mortgage.
These bonds give a direct lien on the mortgage ac-
quired by the corporation. Collateral security for the bonds
may also be deposited with a trustee for the bondholders.
This class of real estate bonds is generally amply secured,
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being issued at par and bearing interest of from 4 to 5fj^,
which is lower than for the real estate debenture, because
the security is better.
(3) Real Estate Bonds Secured by Charges on Leases of
Improved Land.
The corporation issuing this type of bonds takes
leases on land for the purpose of erecting buildings on
the land, with expectation of receiving rents. The income
from the properties is the basis for the issuance of the
bonds, provisions being made to pay interest on bonds, ex-
penses, and redemption of bonds in full from the net rentals
before the leases on the land expire. Since the mortgages
are usually created on the leases and the building as soon
as they are rented, these mortgages come before the real
estate bonds. In case of foreclosure of the mortgages it
would be necessary for the real estate bondholders to pay
the mortgage holders before they could protect their otvTi
investment. Bonds of this kind should be supported by an
independent valuation of property on which bonds are issued.
As is the case with the Building and Loan Associations,
each month seems to increase the lists of defaults of the
Real Estate Bonds. At the present time it is estimated that
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14,000,000,000 of the ^18,000,000,000 Real Estate Bonds*
outstanding are in default. The volume of defaults leaves
no underwriting house without some issues in default, or
facing receivership and foreclosure, or other liquidation.
The eighteen billions of Real Estate Bonds, most of which
were unfortunately issued under the first method prove a
problem that cannot be easily dismissed. There are many
banks with large portfolios of Real Estate Bonds, and these
banks csjinot consider real estate loans until these bonds
are heading towards liquidation. The bankers are attempting
to hurry the liquidation of bonds rather than attempt to
minimize the losses to bondholders by long time work-outs of
the issues under collateral trust, backed by the best
possible management. But if most of these bondholders suffer
losses, it will probably mean the deathblow to building
bonds. Many are predicting that these bonds have outlived
their usefulness and they will go the way of the irrigation
and timber bonds.**
It is another problem, then, to assure the bondholders
that their interest will be adequately protected in the
numerous re-organizations which will come in the next two
or three years. One solution to this problem is as follows:
* Barron’s Weekly, December 7, 1931, Page 22
** Barron's Weekly, December 27, 1931, Page 12
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The committee representing the bondholders bids on the
property at the foreclosure sale, wiping out the old mort-
gage. Non-co-operating bondholders are paid only their
pro rata share of the foreclosure sale price which is
generally low. The committee does not have to put up any
other cash bonds as payment to the officials conducting
the sale. The old mortgage having been extinguished, it
is generally possible to obtain a new first mortgage loan
from a saving beink or an insurance company if the property
is well located and in good condition. The first mortgage
loan will permit the payment of a cash distribution as high
as 50^ of the par value of the bonds and in some instances
even higher.
Resolutions have been introduced into Congress asking
for an investigation of the real estate situation.* The
heads of some real estate bond companies are in jail, having
been found guilty of using the mails to defraud. This
resulted in lack of confidence and any effort to increase
sale of bonds will likely be blocked by this information.
Causes of the trouble in this field of construction
finance can be summarized as
* The Financial World, March 16, 1932, Page 27
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1. Speculative promotion of enterprize
2. Lack of planning and determination of "building
needs in various parts of the country
3. Serious overplanning and excessive supply of
residential, office, and other types of buildings
in many localities
4. Inflated appraisals
5. Excessive construction costs resulting in serious
overcapitalization
6* Negligible investment by holders of equity
7. Lack of clear duties of bond trustees
There seems to be cases of trustees of bond
issues acting under their trust in a positive
manner: their excuse being that their legal
status is not that of an active trust.
A splendid example of topics 4 and 5 above is the build-
ing of the Detroit International Bridge.* This bridge was
built between Detroit and Windsor, Canada at a cost of
$20,000,000. It was built through sale of bonds stressing
the monopoly it would enjoy of the traffic between the tv.'o
cities. The work was launched in 1927 and in 1950, its first
operating year, the bridge earned as much as of its fixed
charges. The property completed was valued at $17,000,000
or $5,000,000 less than the $12,000,000 first mortgage bonds
Barron's Weekly, December 27, 1931, Page 12
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and the $8,000,000 7^ debenture bonds. Possibly the bridge
would have carried its charges if it was not for the new
vehicular tunnel now operating between the two cities which
prevented the monopoly.
It is then a problem of the next two years to overcome
these defects in real estate bonds, and create public
confidence because building construction requires public
financing. New York has taken the first step to solve the
problem. Here we find a well financed Real Estate Security
Exchange has been established with the sole purpose of
furnishing an open market for the best of the Real Estate
Bonds .
*
The Real Estate Mortgage is another form of construc-
tion financing. It is the oldest form of real estate
investment dating back to very ancient times (records show
it dates back as far as 430 B. C., according to the ex-
pedition in 1893 of the University of Pennsylvania).**
Many people argue that any form of investment that can stand
the wear of the years as has the mortgage must be one of the
safest of all investments, including government or municipal
investments
.
Another means of financing is the insurance companies.
* Barron's Weekly, December 27, 1931, Page 12
** Kirshman's Principles of Investments, Page 663
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During the past three years many of the major insurance
companies have become property owners because of mortgage
foreclosures.* Insurance companies in early years would
invest only in certain types of important improvements.
They limited loans to these various types; residences,
lonfurnished apartment houses, office buildings, and stand-
ard income properties. They did not favor investing in
hotels, furnished apartments, garages, or factories but
in recent years some of the larger companies have changed
their policies to include furnished apartments and factories.
The insurance companies generally made loans indirectly
through correspondents, or agents, who were in direct employ
of the companies. Lately many of the companies have been
using banks and trust companies as agents and rely upon the
bank’s judgment instead of upon individual judgment as it
did in the period before 1929. One realizes that the
insurance companies must play an important part in the
financing of construction when the figure set for the total
mortgage loans held by the life insurance companies is set
at no less than seven billions of dollars.
These conpanies are beginning to encounter the same
problems as the Building and Loan Associations which follows
* Barron’s Weekly, November 17, 1931, Page 17
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that the former will seek to invest in other ventures than
real estate until the demand for homes decreases the amount
of mortgages they now hold.
This further illustrates that the large reservoirs of
capital held by insurance companies, banks, and other
institutions cannot be relied upon to supply the necessary
funds to finance the construction of all the needs of our
growing communities. Building construction of the modern
type, and in such magnitude as we have been rearing in the
past ten years, requires public financing.
It is necessary for the public to adhere to the same
principles of providing funds for the development of rail-
roads, and other public utilities and industries. It is
just as easy to finance honestly the growth of real estate
construction as it is to finance the growth of the telephone
companies where a large portion of the new capital is
represented by real estate holdings.
Apart from building financing by private companies, we
find that many of the roads, highways, and other public
works are paid for by the States or the Federal Government.
The necessary funds are realized by the issuance of Govern-
ment, State, and Municipal bonds.* It has been argued that
Kirshman - Principles of Investment, Page 402
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much of this cost of building public works should be in the
form of taxes levied upon the people, but the opposition
maintains that our system of taxation in most of the States
is a heavy burden upon the property owners.'
The state and municipal governments, depending on the
public sale of bonds for construction of public works, find
that lack of public confidence is seriously affecting the
financing of public projects. The sale of state and
municipal bonds in 1931 was the lowest in 5 years as shown
by the following table
SALE of STATE and MUNICIPAL BONDS*
1931 1,249,989,128
1930 1,487,313,248
1929 1,430,650,900
1928 1,414,784,537
1927 1,509,582,929
So we find public as well as private construction has
the problem of creating puolic confidence and obtaining
working capital.
Besides procuring funds by issuing State and Municipal
bonds, money is collected by levying taxes based on the use
of public works; for example, many States now have a gasoline
tax that is levied to build new roads, and to repair and
condition the old roads.
President Hoover, realizing the importance of stimulat-
ing building and construction activities at the present time
* Railroad Data, February 12, 1932, Page 15
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has outlined the following plan, the Hoover Home Loan
PlEin, which he hoped would create employment for thou-
sands. His plan, briefly, is as follows;*
1. Federal Home Loan Board and twelve regional
home loan banks.
2. Capital of each bank to be from 5 to 30 million
dollars depending on the need of the community
that it is to serve.
3. Banks to make no direct loans but merely to dis-
count loans of existing institutions.
4. Building and Loan Association Banks are eligible
upon qua,lification for membership to system.
5. Loans eligible for discount not to exceed
$15,000.00 to be only on urban or farm homes.
6. Amount advanced against mortgage collateral not
to exceed 50io of short loans, OOfo of amortized
long term loans.
7. Discount bank to issue bonds not to exceed 12 times
capital.
This plan was introduced into Congress December 9, 1931,
but before action could be taken a New Home Loan Bill was
introduced on January 13, 1932.** The changes in the bill
* New York Times, November 14, 1931
** National Real Estate Journal, February 1932, Page 22
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provide that:
1. The twelve home loan banks to be established under
the bill will operate through specified institutions; namely,
building and loan associations, co-operative banks, home-
stead associations, and banks whose time deposits and finan-
cial condition under the regulation of the home loan bank
will warrant their making loans to home oT/ners and home
buyers. All the above institutions must operate under State
or Federal supervision.
2. The country will be divided into tvrelve districts
determined by the home financing needs. The districting
is to be based on the distribution of the urban population
and the amount of home financing assets rather than to
coincide with the Federal farm loan districts which were
determined by the rural population figures.
3. The board of directors of each bank will be chosen
by member institutions. In the original bill the Federal
board managing the system was to choose the directors. Large,
small, and medium sized institutions will be all guaranteed
a voice in the policies of their bank since three directors
are to be chosen from each group.
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4. The capital stock of the home loan hanks raised
by subscription of memoer institutions in contrast to the
funds accruing from bond issues is to be invested only in
short term loans to members, or in liquid government
securities. This is to provide liouidity for the home
banks, so that they will be prepared to act under all
possible conditions, and to keep all member home banks
and financing institutions functioning normally at all times.
5. Mortgages on houses for three families come under
the bill's definition of home mortgage loans in the amended
bill. The two family house was the limit of the original
bill.
6. No bank is to be established in any district with-
out a minimum capital of five millions. This is to prevent
the springing up of an institution with inadequate facilities
and consequently discrediting the whole system.
7. The amount which any member of the system can
borrow from his home loan bank is limited to twelve times
the amount of capital owned by that institution in the bank.
This limitation is primarily to bar inflation and unsound
expansion, and to give the bonds offered oy the b.anks un-
questioned safety.
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8. Voluntary withdrawals from the system is provided
for under the amended bill, i^o member carrying on practices
contrary to the requirements of the system can continue to
participate in the system.
9. Examination of each member is required to give the
same check-up on conditi-ns and operations to every
participating institution as is given to the twelve home
loan banks.
The following provisions for financing are submitted:
1. By the sale of not less than $2500 worth of stock
to each home financing institution wishing to do business
with the banks. The financing institution would deal with
the bank in its district. Additional deposits as described
above would also be required, and no financing institution
may have advances of more than twelve times the amount it
has paid into the Home Loan Bank for stock.
2. Through the sale, by the Home Loan Bank to the
public, of debenture bonds. These securities will permit
investment by the public in the safest thing in America
—
its home mortgage.
3. By the United States Government providing temporary
and partial use of government funds to set up the banks.
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Each of the twelve hcoiks will he capitalized at no less
then ^5,000,000, the books will be opened for stock sub-
scription in each district, and the government will make
up the difference to $150,000,000.
This bill is now receiving consideration in Congress
and it is hoped that if adopted it will create public
confidence in building finance, create working capital for
construction, and stimulate desire in thousands of families.
If it can do this, the Home Loan Bill will do away with many of
the problems now confronting the Construction Finance In-
stitutions .
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TRENDS IN CONSTRUCTION
Lately -neoDle have "been -niittinp much atreps u-oon
charte or crrauhp. They have been learning to make and
to read charta 'wtth the hone of .(getting a clear picture
of changea -nrepented by columna of figurep. This
fluctuation dram on charts is called a trend. Con-
struction shorn bv figures is no excention. It has its
fluctuations by seasons and cycles, and attempts have
been made to show these trend changes. One reason for
the fluctuation in buildings is the meather. This
climatic action has its adfect uoon both man and material.
Man’s efficiency is P’reatly hamoered. By this me mean
his ability to handle the tools is lessened by the effect
of the "Heat or cold uuon his physical system, and this
mill lomer his oroduction outout. When it is snoming or
raining it is noticed that construction ceases because
man cannot mork under these weather conditions. This
inclement meather also has an affect unon the materials
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beceupe finfl bnilderp refusing: to lay roads and put
u-n ^pIIf in tbip i^^eatber. If they are nressed for time
they ^11 generally build a nrotection for the men to
rorh under, building a covering for the building under
construction and by means o:^ fires warm the building
to the extent that it is dry. This nrotection, however,
increases the cost of the building.
\
LA^OP TRE!TDS
In a previous chanter labor construction has been
divided into several classes. With the aid of charts
niched as renresenta tive of all labor unions one can
see just what affect the climatic conditions would have
u-^on labor. *
* Seasonal Onerations in the Construction Industries.
?TcCraT»f Hill Comnany.
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carpe^tt5:rs^
A Pt-Qf^y of the chart phowp that caroenters will
not work when it i? cold or in inclenient weather, if
they wiph to '^o po they ^nnat fir at lope ti’ne in build-
iner phplterp. 5ince only 504 of all caroenter work
ip done under cover it ip peen that weather conditions
wonir^ nlay an imoortant oart in this industry.
BRICKLAYERS*
The charts on bricklayers and masons show that
little work is <^one in the winter because of the cold
weather. One also notices that bricklayers do not work
when it is snowinpr or raining:.
Seasonal Onerations in the Construction Industries.
McOraw Hill Cowoany.
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LAT^^RS A>Tt) PLASTERERS*
Once the roofer hae out on the roof the lathers
•olaoterers should not suffer froT>i clinatic condi-
tions because although cold and da’*iT) weather would
under ordinary conditions be a handicao the workers
have s'oecial stoves for heating the interior of rooms
so that the work can continue without loss of effic-
iency.
ROOFERS*
Roofers are also found to suffer from the 'vw'ather
,
not onlv do thev suffer from the snow and rain but they
also have to out uo with the handicao of wind, fhen
there is a hisrh wind roofers do not dare to out on a
roof. However once the roofers have comoleted the job
we find that snow and rain would no lonfrer be a handicap
to othef trades.
*Seasonal Ooerations in the Construction Industries
McGraw Rill Comoany.
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^OR^P.S A'^H} ROAD RTTtTjDERS»
With the advent of warm weather, the use of cement
and the building of roads increases abruptly, but with
the approach of cold weather it decreases less abruptly
yet decidedly steady. During the months of February,
March, ajid April the work is at the lowest point, hold-
ing approximately the same level throughout this period.
* Seasonal Operations in the Construction Industries.
McCraw Hill Company.
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'Hip DTece'^inff chart? in thi? chanter clearly
estahlichcf^ the fact that aeaaonal flue tnat ions are
comnon in the builr^inf? trade? and that during un-
favorable ’Tonth? pnecial effort? ?hould be made to
create or ati^nnlate indo-^r rork to tide the tra.de
over these lo^ and dull neriod?. The builder make?
the material contractor feel thi? fluctuation, be-
cause if he know? a dull neriod is coming he will
cut down on his inventory of stock on hand. The
inventorv exnenses will be decreased and the builder
will have to buy only enough material for his work
on hand, thus avoiding loss on stock. In a nrevious
chanter we listed the materials necespary for construc-
tion. Let US see by means of charts if these build-
ing ma+erials fluctuate in quantity due to changes in
seasonal construction activity.
'TATEPIAL TRENDS*
The follo^^ing charts are nresented a? renresenta-
tive of the wanv building m.aterials.
nomestic Engineering January 11, 1P?2 Page 157
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STEEL PIPE *
Because of the unfavorable working con-
ditions during the winter months, we find the
v/inter as the time of least demand for steel
pipe. The summer and fall are the busiest
times for this production.
* Domestic Engineering, January 1932, Page 155

ENaL'EL ware *
Enamel ware as shown by this chart
follows the trend of other construction
materials with a varied rise until it
reaches its peak in the early fall and then
takes a sudden decline to the dull point of
winter months.
* Domestic Engineering, January 1952, Page 155
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LUMBER*
The above chart is the result of figures on
actual shipments of lumber during the year of 1931.
As lumber is used in construction, the decrease in the
amount of construction influenced the demand for lumber.
The trend line shows a practically uninterrupted down-
Tvard movement.
* Actual Orders - Southern Lumberman,
April 1932, Page 42
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BRASS PIPE AND BRASS TtOODS *
The brass pipe and brass ^^oods trend
follows closely the enamel-ware shipment trend,
because both are closely related in building
activities. The chart brings out the similarity
in trend lines between the two. This material
also shows a rise till early fall then the easing
off during the winter months.
Domestic Engineering, Jajiuary 1952, Page 155
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CONCRETE*
As indicated on the chart "Cement Workers",
the weather enters forcefully into the amount of
work done. As concrete is the raw material used
the laborers previously charted, naturally this
trend line will parallel very closely that of the
above mentioned chart.
* Concrete, April 1932, Page 70
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SOIL PIPE *
The demand fluctuates with June, July,
and August as the months of greatest demand,
and November, December, and January as the
time of lowest demand. This shows that the
inactivity of construction due to inclement
weather affects this material.
* Domestic Engineering, January 1952, Page 155
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This chart has been submitted because
of the difference in the use of the product.
This product is a winter product: as people do
not think of boilers or boiler repairs until
they feel the need of heat. This chart shows
spring and summer as the time of lowest demand
with the fall of the year as the time of great-
est demand.
* Domestic Engineering, January 1932, Page 155
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These charts show then that June to October should
be the high level for material while January and February
should be the low points. One notices a similarity be-
tween the labor activities and the demand for materials.
Another effect that weather has upon material is to cause
price fluctuations because of the uncertainty on demand
which means that the material producers cannot satisfactor-
ily judge the market and this often leads to an inability
to produce goods when they may be needed. In other words,
at one time manufacturers have on hand a large inventory
of goods but with a shifting of demand this inventory is
wiped out and the new material must be manufactured at once.
Thus labor in these manufacturing concerns is also affected
indirectly by the weather, because plants may be shut down
during the slack period and the laborers must be ready at
a minute’s notice to begin work again at high speed and over-
time prices. This uncertainty of demand means that
manufacturers must have large plants with modern equipment
that is ready to operate at a high speed at a moment’s
notice
.
Weather conditions may be considered one of the causes
of seasonal trends. Other causes have also been advanced, and
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among these an outstanding one is that of habits of builders.
It has always been the habit to stop building in the late
fall and commence again in the early spring, therefore doing
away with risks that might be enco\.intered during winter
months. This habit would also affect the construction industry
by helping to create a dull period. Another habit is that of
the home owners to have what is commonly known as "spring
cleaning." This leaves all repair v;ork until the spring
except the work that must be done at once. Today many
people are beginning to do this necessary work in the winter.
Another custom we have is that of trying to do the most
work in the busiest season. In other words, we advertise
during this cusy season, but during the winter when new
building construction is practically at a standstill, no
attempt is made to stimulate the industry. Another factor
is the one of renting or leasing houses. It is also the
custom to move to new homes in the spring of the year. As
a consequence most people leave the renting or leasing of new
homes and the fixing of these homes to suit the tenant until
the spring of the year.
Construction engineers claim that we can overcome the
winter fluctuation due to weather if we have proper protection
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given during the progress of certain work. They say this
protection would increase the cost between 1 to 5 per cent
of the construction, a small figure when one considers the
money lost upon labor and material through the slowing up
or stopping of construction.
A professor was explaining to his class, that today
road building can be done in the winter with the temperature
aroTind zero with as good results as in the summer. He ex-
plained that one of the problems in good road building is
to have proper moisture, another problem would be to see
that the sand is not frozen. These conditions are overcome
by heating the sand and seeing that more water is added to
the mixture to take care of the dryness of winter air. A
student asked if this would not increase cost. The professor
answered, "Yes, but we have to eat during the winter months."
If then, we can overcome the weather conditions we
should also be able to overcome the customs and habits now
in practice of not doing the work in winter oy proper ad-
vertising. This advertising would stimulate construction in
the winter months. This would mean an increase in employment,
and an increase in materials needed which would result in
larger yearly profits for the ouilding contractor and the
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material producer.
Some of the points stressed in the advertising would
he: the saving to the home builder because labor wages
would be lower during this dull period, thus giving the
home owner the pick of the laborers in the different trades
because of unemployment. This would give him skilled
workmen in every department and enable him to get his
material at cheaper prices because this is also the dull
season for the material manufacturers. Building contractors
realize the necessity of maintaining a skeleton crew during
the winter, and because of this they could build the home
cheaper tnan in the spring or sunmer.
While the aoove may be stressed as advantageous to the
home owner we must not fail to see that he would also en-
counter some difficulties. The building of his home may
be slower due to bad conditions and extreme cold weather.
It may also be due to difficulty in getting the material
because of storms or tie-ups in traffic. If the construc-
tion industry could overcome these obstacles, it would level
off to a great extent this seasonal trend in both construc-
tion and material.
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CYCLICAL TRENDS IN CONSTRUCTION
The present state of depression is not the only one
that this country, or the world, has endured. People
studying the ousiness history of the country have found
that business has experienced peaks and depressions with
such similarity that they have been called business cycles.
Business has sought many industries to forecast the
coming of the major steps of the ousiness cycle. The
major steps of the business cycle are the periods of:
1. Prosperity
2. Liquidation
3. Depression
4. Recovery
Many factors connected vfith business have also been
tried as business forecasters. Among the so-called barometers
for general business the follovang have been mentioned;
1. Employment and payroll of factory labor
2. Pig iron production
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3. Railroad freight tonnage
4. Machine tools and steel casting
5. Loans and interest rate trends
6. Business failures and business activities
All of these barometers are connected with the con-
struction industry.
In a previous chapter, illustrated by a chart showing
the number of workers and amount of materials in the build-
ing trade, we find factories employing thousands of men
making building material. This barometer then is affected
by business conditions because in the dull period of con-
struction, orders to these factories fall off thereby
forcing factories to shut down or lay off men until the
busy period. Because the building trade affects the factory
employment, and because it precedes the factory production
by issuing orders upon work to be done, the buildiiig trend
precedes the true employment and payroll of factory labor
trends.
The charts on material show the volume of iron and
steel used in building construction to be in the millions
of tons. ‘This great industry will certainly show the effect
of any failing off in the building trade because this volume
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of iron and steel would be greatly decreased since it depends
upon expected construction. The building trades would show
a falling off before the steel business showed a decrease in
orders. For this reason the construction trends would precede
pig iron production trends.
The chapter on material also told that one-eighth of
the railroad tonnage submitted has been of construction
materials. The dull period in construction will appear on
the railroad freight trend, because an industry making up
such a large proportion of the shipping. would affect the
trend. So the building curve should have the preference
over this trend as a barometer of business.
Interest rates and loans are affected by building actions
in the same manner as building is affected by ease in obtain-
ing building- loans and low interest rates. In other words,
low interest rates are used to stimulate building activities,
and high rates are sometimes used to check building, but on
the other hand, building also shows in the trend of interest
rates, because an increase in building activities means an
increase in the amount of loans. This increase in loans in
turn will increase interest, and a falling off of building
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loans will serve to lower interest rates. Likewise a business
which has loans in the billions affects interest rates. I
believe construction used as a barometer would precede some
of the major fluctuations in the interest trend.
These examples will serve to show that construction
affects many of the advanced barometers. As it affects these
forecasters, and precedes many of them, construction in it-
self would be a good barometer.
Construction as a trend could be measured in terms of
material and the employment of men and equipment, but because
of the many companies employed in manufacturing material and
the great number of trade unions involved in the building
labor, no true figure can be obtained for these. Another
measure that may be of statistical value to show a trend in
construction is that of construction awarded, and building
permits. Ail Guilders have to file permits except in cases
of some governmental building, small farms, and minor repairs.
Figures on permits are on file and therefore available. The
F. W. Dodge Company and the United States Government compile
these figures. They put them in order so that these statistics
cover enough of the total construction to be fairly represent-
K
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ative. These figures, however, are not complete or accurate
because much work is done without permits being filed, and
even if the permits are filed, it does not mean that the work
will be done. A person does not have to do the work for
which a permit has been taken out. Many of the permits are
overvalued because of changes in the prices of material.
When a permit is taken out material may be at a high fissure
because the building industry may be at its peak and, as a
result, prices will also be at their highest peak. When the
actual work is started, it may be the beginning of the dull
period in building with materials at a low price. No accurate
figure can be reached because the permits may be overvalued or
undervalued. The contract award figure represents work for
which the contract has been awarded, and construction about
to begin. Although this does not necessarily mean that the
work will be completed, in most cases it proves that the work
will be completed at some time, so that this figure although
not accurate can be used as a basis for statistics. These
figures will give a trend that fluctuates sharper than actual
construction, because construction continues for quite some
time after contracts have been awarded.
The following figures are from the F. W. Dodge Co.
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CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS A^/ARDT)-::
Figures in one thousands
Year 1930
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
Oc tober
November
Decemiber
323,975
317,053
456,119
482.877
457,416
600.573
366.878
346,644
331,864
336,706
253.574
249,436
4,523,115
Figures in one thousands
Year 1931
January 228,000
February 235,000
March 337,000
April 336,000
May 306,000
June 316,000
July 286,000
August 233,000
September 251,000
October 242,000
November 239,000
December 220,000
5,'2^9tOTO
-::-Statistical Abstract of the U.S., F. W. Dodge Co t
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CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS A'VARDED*»
Figures in one thousands
Year 1922 1923 1924 1925
Jan. . 296,473 301,952 396,473
Feb, . 229,938 299,929 299,260
Mar . . . . .293,642 333,518 433,340 480,916
Apr. . 357,475 480,097 546,971
May, . 374,400 419,273 496,024
June
.
. . .343,440 323,559 387,521 540,610
July. . . .350,081 274,225 347,184 529,000
Aug. . 253,106 351,443 589,690
Sept. . . .271,493 253,525 344,316 548,217
Oc t . 319,860 410,091 519,523
Nov, . 289,263 379,091 464,683
Dec . . 267,917 327,986 519,868
S,'562;'&6'4'
'
3,5*73,259 4,485,791 5,822,240
Year 1926 1927 1928 1929
Jan. .
.
384,455 427,169 406,468
Feb. . 393,583 465,331 361,274
Mar . . . 620,738 592,567 484,588
Apr . . 604,391 642,237 642,961
May. . 552,349 667,097 587,766
June . . . .544,792 632,478 650,466 529,891
July. . .518,442 534,390 583,432 652,436
Aug. . 552,488 516,970 488,882
Sept . . .562,371 521,611 581,674 444,402
Oct. . . 562,816 597,104 445,642
Nov. . . . .487,913 466,393 471,482 391,013
Dec . . . 477,364 432,756 316,368
6,380,915 6,303,055 5,628,286
"
^775077^1
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•w-Statis tical Abs^"ract of the United States. Years 1925
1927, 1929, 1931 •
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CLASS OF
Year
Residential
Common
Factory
Public Works
Education'
Hospitals
Public Buildings
Religious
Soc ial
A7/ARDS--
1929 1920
1,101.3 1,915.7
628.8 929.2
256.6 545.9
1,651.2 1,459.0
376.1 381.9
163.1 152.2
139.8 120.8
92.8 106.1
113.3 140.0
4,525.1 5 , 750 .
8
Figures in millions.
The above figures show how the volume of construction
was divided in 1929 and 1930.
The figures in chart form give a picture of C 7^clical
fluctuation in the building trade for the past decade.
^jFederal Reserve Bulletin for 1931
TtUILDING CO/miRCT/IWmS
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CONCLUSION
The previous chapters attempted to point out
A . That construction affects the standard of living.
1. The employment of millions of men gives
rise to wage questions, labor questions,
and labor legislation.
2. The creation of trade centers, leads to
growth of many new and enormous industries.
3. The fluctuations in construction makes it-
self felt in other industries.
B. That construction fluctuates in itself because of
1. Habits of builders
2. Labor problems
3. Material problems
4. Housing problems
5. Financial problems
C . That when construction gave other businesses an
outlet for surplus capital, many hanks cind investment companies
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took advantage of the opportunity of putting idle capital
to work.
D. That construction might he used as a barometer
of business.
E. That many so-called ousiness barometers are
related to construction and follow construction changes.
Construction, if it can overcome customs and habits
of the contractors and builders, could also overcome many
of the labor and material problems. Because of the progress
that construction has made today, many of the problems
caused by weather conditions have been overcome, and
builders can now employ labor during the winter months, there-
by stopping the seasonal fluctuation of the industry. One
of the best ways to level off this fluctuation would be for
the Government to set the example. Instead of having
Government work done during the busy period when prices are
high, much of the work could be done during the off season
and the Government could thereby save money because material
prices would be low, and skilled laborers would be available.
Figures show that the Government is beginning to take ad-
vantage of the low cost of construction and endeavoring to
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stimulate building activity and relieve unemployment in the
building trades.
The following figures are for the appropriations for
Government building. In Washington alone for the past year
five millions of dollars worth of construction has been
completed, with forty-one millions of dollars worth now
under construction. Throughout the country, the government
is spending some three hundred fifty millions of dollars
on construction, and has also appropriated over tv/elve
millions of dollars for aviation construction.
Many of the states and cities are beginning to follow
this example. Here, in Boston, the following construction
work is going on: the improvement of the airport, the
reclamation of the land to Governor’s Island, the building
of the new tra-ffic tunnel and extension of the rapid transit
system.
This building activity on the part of the Federal
Government, of the States, and cities, will lessen greatly
the severity of the building depression. It has put
thousands of men to work and increased the sa,les of the
building material companies.
If the Government would do most of its work during the
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dull period of the season, it would lessen the severity of
the doToiward swings as shov.Ti in chart in previous chapter.
It would lower the peak trend because some of the volume has
been taken off and put into the depression gap. If the
builders would also follow this exs.mple of distributing work
over the four seasons of the year, this distribution would
further straighten out this seasonal trend line, so that the
trend line in the previous chapter would appear as below.
1
113 .
If the trend line showed no great fluctuations except
for yearly volume, seasonal problems of labor and material
would be dispensed with.
This would affect other industries such as the rail-
roads and steamship companies, the financing organization,
and the steel industry, and change barometer trends of these
industries.
But if the depression problems of building could also
be dispensed with the trend would appear as the straight line
on the chart. The problems are the ones that industry is
at present trying to solve. It is believed that easing the
credit situation will do this. By easing credit conditions
people will be aole to obtain loans to buy homes. This
would do away with the "doubling-up" problem and stop the
over-crowding in slum areas; New York alone has over a million
people in its area. This might lead to a resumption of the
seven billion dollar building programs, and this resumption
would not over-emphasize the job of furnishing homes and
work.
Real Estate men are hopeful for help from the proposed
Federal Home Loan Banks and are pushing the measure aggressively.
Indirectly more liberal bank policies and cessation of hoard-
ing will also help ease credit.
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The Reconstruction Finance Corporation can also play
an important part in the building program by helping to
lift financial stringency. States can also help by having
the measures for construction work passed and the work
started, instead of tabling the work and placing it into
the so-called "suspense" accounts.
If construction can pick up so that the trend shows an
upswing, other industries will follow and depression condi-
tions will be greatly lessened.
If this industry can lessen fluctuation in other in-
dustries, can employ millions of workers the year round, can
affect our living conditions, can show that the progress of
the country depends to a great degree on this industry,
surely if it could be stabalized, it would act as an accurate
barometer of business conditions and would deserve the name
of the balance wheel of industry.
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